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Abstract
Knowledge in knowledge bases have two categories:
complete and incomplete. In this paper, through uniformly
expressing these two kinds of knowledge, we first address
four operators on a knowledge base, which are adequate
for generating new knowledge through using known knowledge. Then, we establish the relationship between knowledge and knowledge granulation. These results will be very
helpful for knowledge discovery from knowledge bases and
play a signfficant role ,for establishing a ,framework o.f
granular computing in knowledge bases.
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I. Introduction
Rough set theory, proposed by Pawlak [14, 16], has
become a well-established mechanism for uncertainty management in a wide variety of applications related to artificial intelligence [1, 3, 4, 13, 25, 26, 28, 33]. In this
framework, an attribute set is viewed as a family of knowledge, which partitions the universe into some knowledge
granules or elemental concepts. In other words, instead
of using external numbers or other additional parameters,
the rough set data analysis (RSDA) utilizes solely the
granularity structure of the given data, expressed as classes
of suitable equivalence relations. Partition, granulation and
approximation are the methods widely used in human's
reasoning [17, 31, 32, 34].
Knowledge bases and indiscernibility relations are two
basic concepts in the rough set theory and assessing
the uncertainty of knowledge in a knowledge base is an
important research issue [30]. According to whether or not
there missing data (null values), knowledge bases can be

classified into two categories: complete and incomplete [57]. In the rough set theory, information entropy and knowledge granulation are two main approaches for measuring
the uncertainty of a knowledge in knowledge bases [12,
24]. As follows, for our further development, we briefly
review several existing knowledge granulations. Wierman
[27] presented a well justified measure of uncertainty, the
measure of granularity, along with an axiomatic derivation.
Its strong connections to the Shannon entropy and the
Hartley measure of uncertainty [2] also lend strong support
to its correctness and applicability. Liang et al. in the
literature [8] and [9] gave the definitions of knowledge
granulation in a complete knowledge base and an incomplete knowledge base, respectively, and established the
relationships among information entropy, rough entropy
and knowledge granulation in knowledge bases. Qian and
Liang [20, 24] introduced a new knowledge granulation,
called combination granulation, for measuring the uncertainty of a knowledge in complete/incomplete knowledge
bases.
For a given knowledge base, one of tasks in data mining
and knowledge discovery is to generate new knowledge
through using known knowledge. However, the number
of knowledge is finite in a given knowledge base, which
limits the ability of this knowledge base for approximating
an unknown concept. This leads to a task for acquiring
more knowledge from a given knowledge base. To date,
the mechanism that how to generate new knowledge based
on known knowledge in knowledge bases have not been
widely researched. Therefore, such a mechanism is desirable and will be very helpful for rule extraction and
knowledge discovery from knowledge bases. Based on
these analyses, main objective of this study is to establish
a new mathematical framework of granular computing
in the context of knowledge bases. We focus mainly on
granulation operators on knowledge bases in the present
research.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some
basic concepts in rough set theory are briefly reviewed in
Section 2. In Section 3, we establish four operators (n, U, 2
and -) on a knowledge base and investigate their operation
properties. Noting that (K,
U) is an assignment lattice
and (K,
U, 2) is a complemented lattice. Finally, Section
4 concludes this paper with some remarks and discussions.
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II. Knowledge in a knowledge base
In this section, we will review several basic concepts
in rough set theory and knowledge bases. Throughout this
paper, we suppose that the universe U is a finite nonempty
set.
Let U be a finite and non-empty set called the universe
and R ~ U x U an equivalence relation on U, then
K == (U, R) is called an approximation space [14]. The
equivalence relation R partitions the set U into disjoint
subsets. This partition of the universe is called a quotient
set induced by R, denoted by U/ R. It represents a very
special type of similarity between elements of the universe.
If two elements x, y E U(x -# y) belong to the same
equivalence class, we say that x and yare indistinguishable
under the equivalence relation R, i.e., they are equal in R.
We denote the equivalence class including x by E R (x).
K(R) is called a knowledge induced by U/ R on U.
Each equivalence class ER(x)(x E U) may be viewed
as a knowledge granule consisting of indistinguishable
elements [15, 19, 21, 22, 30]. The granulation structure
induced by an equivalence relation is a partition of the
universe.
We say K == (U, R) is a knowledge base, where
U is a finite and non-empty set and R is a family of
equivalence relations. Through using a given knowledge,
one can construct a rough set of any subset on the universe
in the following definition.
Let K == (U, R) be a knowledge base, if R(R E R) is
an equivalence relation, then we can get a cover of U by
U/R == {ER(x) I x E U}, i.e., for \Ix E U, one has that
ER(x) -# 0 and UXEU ER(x) == U. Obviously, \Ix, y E
U(x -# y), if x, yare partitioned into the same equivalence
class, then ER(x) == ER(y), otherwise ER(x) n ER(y) ==
0. One can define a partial relation =S as follows: P =S Q
(P, Q E R) if and only if, one has Ep(Xi) ~ EQ(Xi) for
any i E {I, 2, ... , lUI} [9-11, 18,20,23]. Here, we denote
that P is finer than Q by P ::S Q. Obviously, (R,::S) is a
poset [29].
Similarly, let R ~ U x U denote a tolerance relation
on U, the tolerance relation R classifies the universe U
into some subsets, i.e., a cover of U [5, 6]. This cover of
the universe is called a knowledge induced by R, denoted
by U/ R or K(R). If y belongs to the tolerance class
determined by x with respect to R, we say two elements

x, yare indistinguishable under the tolerance relation R,
i.e., they are similar in R [5-7]. We denote the tolerance
class of x by SR(X) [5, 10, 11]. Each tolerance class
SR(X)(X E R) is viewed as a knowledge granule [9,
18, 20]. The granulation structure induced by a tolerance
relation is a cover of the universe. Conveniently, we say
K == (U, R) is also a knowledge base, where U is a finite
and non-empty set and R is a family of tolerance relations.
The following definition gives a rough set of a subset of
the universe based on a tolerance relation.
Let K == (U, R) be a knowledge base, if R(R E R)
is a tolerance relation, then we can denote a cover of U
by U/R == {SR(X) I x E U}, i.e., \Ix E U, one has
SR(X) -# 0 and U XEU SR(X) == U. In [9,10], Liang et al.
defined a partial relation =S as follows: P =S Q(P, Q E R)
if and only if, for every i E {I, 2, ... , lUI}, one has that
Sp(Xi) ~ SQ(Xi). Here, we also denote that P is finer
than Q by P ~ Q. It is easy to see that (R, ~) is also a
poset.

III. Granulation operators with properties
In this section, by uniformly representing a complete
knowledge and an incomplete knowledge, we will propose
four granulation operators on a knowledge base and discuss
their fundamental algebra properties.
In [8, 9], liang et al. established the relationship between
a complete knowledge and an incomplete knowledge in the
same knowledge base. Let K == (U, R) be a knowledge,
R a equivalence relation, U/R == {X I ,X2,"',Xm },
U/R == {SR(XI), SR(X2),"" SR(xlul)} and Xi ==
{XiI, Xi2,"', Xis i }, where IXil == Si and I:~l Si == lUI,
then

Xi == SR(Xil) == SR(Xi2) == ... == SR(Xis i ).

(1)

Through this mechanism, one can denote U/ R == {E R ( x) I
x E U} by using U/R == {SR(X) I x E U}. The
mechanism gives uniform representations of knowledge
in a knowledge base. It is illustrated by the following
example.
Example 1: Let U == {Xl, X2,"', X6}, R a equivalence
relation and U/ R == {{Xl, X2}, {X3, X4, XS}, {X6}}' Then,
U/ R == {S R (x) I x E U} can be represented equivalently
as
U /R

== {SR(XI), SR(X2), SR(X3), SR(X4), SR(XS), SR(X6)}
== {{Xl, X2}, {Xl, X2}, {X3, X4, XS}, {X3, X4, XS},
{X3,X4,XS},{X6}}.

0

For convenience, we denote the knowledge induced by
R on U as K(R) in the rest of this paper, where R is an
equivalence relation or a tolerance relation.
There are two types of operators to be considered
in granular computing based on rough set theory. One

is operations among knowledge granules, the other is
operations among knowledge in a knowledge base. As
operations among knowledge granules is based on classical
i.e.,
sets, we still operate on them by n, U, - and
a new knowledge granule can be generated by n, U, and on known knowledge granules. However, operations
among knowledge are performed through composing and
decomposing unknown knowledge in knowledge bases in
essence. Therefore, the operators on a knowledge base
to generate new knowledge are very desirable. In the
following, we introduce four granulation operators among
knowledge in a knowledge base.
Definition 1: Let K == (U, R) be a knowledge base and
K(P), K(Q) E K two knowledge. Four operators
U,
- and 2 on K are defined as
f'V,

f'V

n,

K(p)nK(Q)

== {SpnQ(x) I SpnQ(x) == Sp(x) n SQ(x), x

and
xU

f'V

Sp(x), x

E

Here, we regard
U- and 2 as four atomic formulas
and finite connection on them are all formulas. Through
using these operators, one can obtain new knowledge via
some known knowledge on U. Let K(U) denote the set
of all knowledge on U, then these four operators
U, and 2 on K(U) are close. As follows, we investigate several
fundamental algebra properties of these four operators.

n,

n, U be two operators on K, then

== K(P),
K(P) UK(P) == K(P);
(2) K(P) K( Q) == K( Q) K(P),
K(P) UK(Q) == K(Q) UK(P);
(3) K(P) (K(P) UK(Q)) == K(P),
K(P) U (K(P) nK(Q)) == K(P); and

n

n

n

n

n

n

(K(P) K(Q)) K(R) == K(P) (K(Q) K(R)),
(K(P) U K(Q)) U K(R) == K(P) U (K(Q) U K(R)).
Proof. They are straightforward from definition 3.

0
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Theorem 2: Let
U and 2 be three operators on K.
Then,
(1) 2(2K(P)) == K(P),
(2) K(P) 2K(P) == {Xi I Xi E U},
(3) 2(K(P) K(Q)) == 2K(P) U 2K(Q), and

n
n

(4) l(K(P)UK(Q))

== 2K(p)nlK(Q).

2(SP(Xi)

n SQ(Xi)) == XiU

(SP(Xi) n SQ(Xi))
U
SP(Xi)U SQ(Xi))
== (Xi U SP(Xi))U(XiU SQ(Xi))
== 2SP(Xi) U 2SQ(Xi).
f'V

== Xi

(f'V

f'V

f'V

f'V

Therefore, one can get that

2(K(P)

nK(Q)) == 2K(P) U2K(Q).

(4) According to Definition 1, for 'V Xi E U, one has
that

(Sp(Xi) U SQ(Xi))
U
Sp(Xi)n SQ(Xi))
== (Xi U Sp(Xi))n(XiU SQ(Xi))
== 2Sp(Xi) n 2SQ(Xi).
f'V

== Xi

(f'V

f'V

f'V

f'V

Hence, one can obtain that

2(K(P) U K(Q)) == 2K(P)

n2K(Q).

0

Theorem 3: Let
Then,

n, U,

-

and

n

2

be operators on K.

(1) K(P) - K(Q) == K(P) 2K(Q),
(2) K(P) - K(Q) == K(P) - (K(P) K(Q)),
(3) K(p)n(K(Q) - K(R)) == (K(p)nK(Q)) -

(K(P)
(4)

n

K(R)), and
(K(P) - K(Q))

UK(Q)

n

== K(P).

The above three theorems are illustrated by the following example.

n

(4)

that

f'V

Proof. They are straightforward from Definition 1. D

Theorem 1: Let
(1) K(P) K(P)

n

n

Theorem 2 shows that (1) is reflexive, (2) is complementary, and (3) and (4) are two dual principles.

U},

n,

f'V

f'V

2(SP(Xi) U SQ(Xi)) == XiU

E U},

K(P) UK(Q)
== {SpuQ(x) I SpuQ(x) == Sp(x) U SQ(x), x E U},
K(P) - K(Q)
== {Sp-Q(x) I Sp_Q(x) == xU(Sp(x)-SQ(x)),x E U},
2K(P) == {2Sp(x) I 2Sp(x) ==
where Sp(x) == U - Sp(x).

(1) From Definition 13, one can easily see that

2(SP(Xi)) == XiU Sp (Xi) and 2(2(SP(Xi))) == Xi U(Xi U
Sp(Xi)) == SP(Xi). Therefore, 2(2K(P)) == K(P).
(2) From Definition 1, it follows that SP (Xi) n
2(SP(Xi)) == Xi, 'VXi E U. Then, K(P)
K(P) ==
{Xi I Xi E U}.
(3) According to Definition 1, for'Vxi E U, it follows

Proof. Let K(P), K(Q) E K. For any Xi E U, SP(Xi)
is the tolerance class induced by Xi in K (P) and SQ (Xi)
is the tolerance class induced by Xi in K (Q).

Example 2: Let U == {XI,X2,X3,X4}, K(P) ==
{{Xl, X2}, {Xl, X2}, {X3, X4}, {X3' X4}} and K( Q) ==
{{Xl, X4}, {X2, X3}, {X2, X3, X4}, {X4}}, one can acquire
some new knowledge through using K(P) and K(Q).

By computing, some new knowledge constructed are
listed as follows.

2K(P) == {{Xl, X3, X4}, {X2, X3, X4}, {Xl, X2, X3}, {Xl, X2,
X4} },
lK(Q) == {{Xl,X2,X3}, {XI,X2,X4}, {Xl,X3}, {XI,X2,X3,
X4} },
K(p)nK(Q) == {{Xl}, {X2}, {X3,X4}, {X4}},
K(P)UK(Q) == {{XI,X2,X4},{XI,X2,X3},{X2,X3,X4},
{XI,X4}},
2K(P) lK(Q) == {{Xl, X3}, {X2, X4}, {Xl, X3}, {Xl, X2,
X4} },
2K(P)U2K(Q) == {{XI,X2,X3,X4},{XI,X2,X3,X4},{XI,

n

X2, X3}, {Xl, X2, X3, X4}},
K(P) - K(Q) == {{Xl, X2}, {Xl, X2}, {X3}, {X3' X4}} and
lK(P) -lK(Q) == {{Xl, X4}, {X2' X3}, {X2' X3}, {X4}}.

o

Suppose K == (U, R) be a knowledge base, P, Q E R,
and K(P), K(Q) E K be two knowledge induced by P,
Q, respectively. To investigate properties of the operations
among knowledge on a knowledge base, we will write
K(P) ~ K(Q) iff P ~ Q.

Theorem 4: Let

n, U and l be three operators on K.

The following properties hold:

(1) If K(P) ~ K(Q), then lK(Q) ~ lK(P);
(2) K(p)nK(Q) ~ K(P), K(p)nK(Q) ~ K(Q);
and
(3) K(P) ~ K(P)UK(Q), K(Q) ~ K(P)UK(Q).
Proof. The terms (2) and (3) can be easily proved from
Definition 1, respectively.
From Definition 1, one can obtain that

K(P)
====>
====>
====>
====>

~

K(Q)

for VXi E U, Sp(Xi) ~ SQ(Xi)
for VXi E U,
SQ(Xi) ~f"'..J Sp(Xi)
for VXi E U, XiU SQ(Xi) ~ Xi U
f"'..J

f"'..J

lK(Q)

~

f"'..J

Sp(Xi)

lK(P).

Hence, the term (1) in this theorem holds.

0

{::==}

K(P)

~

K(Q).

According to the dual principle in a lattice, one can easily
get that K(P) U K(Q) == K(P) {::==} K(Q) ~ K(P).
Thus, the term (3) in Definition 2 holds.
In addition, for K(P), K(Q), K(R) E K, we know
that

Sp(Xi) n (SQ(Xi) U SR(Xi))
== (Sp(Xi) n (SQ(Xi)) U (SP(Xi) n SR(Xi)), VXi

E

U.

Hence,

K(P) n(K(Q) U K(R))

== (K(P) nK(Q)) U(K(P) nK(R)).
From the dual principle in a lattice, one can get that

K(P) U(K(Q) nK(R))

== (K(P) UK(Q)) n(K(p) UK(R)).

n)
n,

Therefore, (K, U,
is an assignment lattice.
0
Theorem 6: Let K(U) be the set of all knowledge on
U. Then, (K(U), U, l) is a complemented lattice.
Proof. From the above Theorem 5, it is obvious that
(K( U),
l) is an assignment lattice. Furthermore,
from (1) in Theorem 2, one can get that lOK(P)) ==
K (P). In addition, from (3) in Definition 1, one has that

u, n,

K(P) ~ K(Q)
for VXi E U, SP(Xi) ~ SQ(Xi)
{::==} for VXi E U,
SP(Xi) ~f"'..J SQ(Xi)
{::==} for VXi E U, XiU
Sp(Xi) ~ Xi U
{::==} for VXi E u, lSp(Xi) ~ lSQ(Xi)
{::==} K(Q) ~ K(P).
{::==}

f"'..J

Definition 2: [35] Let (L,::;) be a poset. If there exist
two operators 1\, V on L : L 2 - - t L such that
(1) a 1\ b == b 1\ a, a V b == b V a,
(2) (al\b)l\c==al\(bl\c), (aVb)Vc==aV(bVc),
and
(3) a 1\ b == b {::==} b ::; a, a V b == b {::==} a ::; b,
then we call L is a lattice.
Furthermore, if
(4) a 1\ (b V c) == (a 1\ b) V (a 1\ c) and a V (b 1\ c)

(a V b)

(a V c),
then we call L is an assignment lattice.

==

1\

We call L a complemented lattice, if for any a E L,
there exists a' such that (a')' == a and a ::; b {::==} b' ::; a' .
If there exist 0, 1 E L such that 0 ::; a ::; 1 for any a E L,
then we call 0 and 1 its minimal element and maximal
element, respectively.
Theorem 5: (K, U,
is an assignment lattice.
Proof. At first, we prove (K, ~) is a lattice.
From (2) and (4) in Theorem 1, the terms (1) and (2)
in Definition 2 are obvious.
Let K(P), K(Q), K(R) E K be three knowledge,
where K(P) == {Sp(x) I X E U}, K(Q) == {SQ(x) I
X E U} and K(R) == {SR(X) I X E U}. one can obtain
that

n)

n

K(P) K(Q) == K(P)
{::==} for VXi E U, SpnQ(Xi) == Sp(Xi), i ::;
{::==} Sp(Xi) n SQ(Xi) == Sp(Xi)
{::==} Sp(Xi) ~ SQ(Xi), for VXi E U

lUI

f"'..J

f"'..J

SQ(Xi)

n, l) is a complemented lattice. 0
In a complemented lattice (K(U), U, n, l), the knowl-

Hence, (K(U), U,

edge K (w) == {Xi I Xi E U} and the knowledge
K(8) == {Sp(Xi) I Sp(Xi) == U,Xi E U} are two
special knowledge, where K (w) is the discrete classification and K (8) is the indiscrete classification. For any
K(P) E K(U), one has that K(w) ~ K(P) ~ K(8).
Then, we can call K (w) and K (8) the minimal element
and the maximal element on the lattice (K(U), U,
l),

n,

respectively.
In the following, we establish the relationship between
knowledge and knowledge granulation. The following definition of knowledge granulation was proposed for measuring the uncertainty of knowledge in the context of
incomplete knowledge bases.
Definition 3: [9] Let K == (U, R) be a knowledge base,
PER and K(P) == {SP(XI), Sp(X2),···, Sp(xlul)}.
Knowledge granulation of the knowledge K(P) is defined
as
lUI
G(P) = ~
ISp(Xi)!
(2)

lUI

L

i=l

lUI '

where ISI~li)1 is the probability of tolerance class SP(Xi)
within the universe U.

If K(P) == K(w), G(P) achieves its minimum value
== 1&1; if K(P) == K(J), G(P) achieves its maximum value G(P) == 1. It is obvious that 1&' ~ G(P) ~ 1.

G(P)

Theorem 7: Let K == (U, R) be a knowledge base, P E
R, K(P) == {SP(X1), SP(X2), ... ,Sp(xlul)} and lP the
relation induced by lK(P). Then, G(P)+GOP) == 1+ 1&'.
Proof. From Definition 3, it follows that

+ G(lP)

G(P)
- .l

lUI

L:

- lUI

i=l

- .l

lUI
L:

- /UI

i=l

_

?=

ISp(xdl
lUI
ISp(xdl
lUI

lUI
+ . l L:

lUI

i=l

lUI
+ . l L:

/ul

i=l

12Sp(xi)1
lUI

- Wi 1,=1 "lUI

== 1 + 1&1.
That is, G(P) + GOP) == 1 + 1&1.
D
Theorem 8: Let K(U) be the set of all knowledge on U
and K(P), K(Q) E K(U) two knowledge. Then, G(P)-

G(Q)

==

GO(Q) - GOP).

Proof. Obviously, we have that

GOP) - GOQ)
_

1

~

- Wi 1,=1
~
=...L

lUI

==

~

l+IUI-'Sp(Xi)1
1
lUI
- Wi

~

~

1,=1

lUI

-(G(P) - G(Q)),

i.e., G(P) - G(Q) == GOQ) - GOP).

D

Remark. One of the strengths of rough set theory is the
fact that an unknown target concept can be characterized
approximately by existing knowledge in a knowledge base.
From the above analyses, it is shown that these four
land -) can be applied to generate new
operators (U,
knowledge on a knowledge base. That is to say, one can use
these new knowledge to approximate an unknown target.
Therefore, this mechanism may be used to rule extraction
and knowledge discovery from knowledge bases.

n,

I\: Conclusions
One of the strengths of rough set theory is the fact
that an unknown target concept can be characterized approximately by existing knowledge in a knowledge base.
However, the number of knowledge is very finite in a given
knowledge base, which limits the ability of this knowledge
base for approximating an unknown concept or decision.
In other words, it is very desirable that one acquire
more knowledge from a given knowledge base. In this
paper, by uniformly representing a complete knowledge
and an incomplete knowledge, we have proposed four
granulation operators (U,
land -) on a knowledge

n,

n,
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